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School Sites Act 1851
1851 CHAPTER 24

An Act to amend the Acts for the granting of Sites for Schools. [24th July 1851]

WHEREAS by the Statute Fourth and Fifth Victoria, Chapter Thirty-eight, Power is given to
divers Persons therein mentioned to grant, convey, and enfranchise a certain Portion of Land for
the Purpose of a Site for a School for the Education of poor Persons, or for the Residence of a
Schoolmaster or Schoolmistress, or otherwise for the Education of poor Persons in religious and
useful Knowledge, and Provisions are contained therein for facilitating the Conveyance of such
Sites and perpetuating the Trusts of the Deeds : And whereas the Persons therein mentioned
having been authorized to grant any Number of Sites for distinct and separate Schools, and
Residences for the Master or Mistress thereof, it is provided that the Site of each School and
Residence should not exceed the Extent of One Acre, and it is also provided that not more than
One such Site should be in the same Parish: And whereas by the Twelfth and Thirteenth Victoria,
Chapter Forty-nine, it is declared and enacted, that nothing in the last-recited Act contained
should prevent any Person or Corporation from granting any Number of Sites for separate and
distinct Schools in the same Parish, provided the aggregate Quantity of Land granted by such
Person in the same Parish should not exceed the Extent of One Acre: And whereas by reason of
the great Extent of some Parishes, wherein the Population is very large, this Limitation is found
to be productive of Inconvenience, and to prevent the Extension of the Education of the Poor;
and it is desirable to make further Provision in this Behalf:

Be it therefore enacted by the Queen's most Excellent Majesty, by and with the Advice
and Consent of the Lords Spiritual and Temporal, .and Commons, in this present Parliament
assembled, and by the Authority of the same, as follows:


